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ABSTRACT

The triple-Regge model is reviewed. Inclu-

sive experiments in the triple-Regge region are

suggested and discussed. . t

N O T I C E

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the Energy Research
and Development Administration, nor any of their employees, nor any of
their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes any warranty,
express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for
the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any information, apparatus,
product or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe
privately owned rights.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this report we describe the theoretical interest in measuring

at ISABELLE inclusive cross sections in which one of the particles has

x'G
 <1||/<1M close to one. The principle motivation for discussing such

experiments now is that they require the detection and analysis of high-

momentum particles at small angles.' Thus they seem likely to impose i

constraints on the design of any large general-purpose spectrometer and !|

on the length of the straight sections of the machine. j|

In Sec. 2 we give a brief review of the triple-Regge formula and |

related theoretical ideas. In Sec. 3 we propose a number of inclusive f

experiments and discuss them using the triple-Regge model as a guide. It

should be stressed, however, that the motivation for these experiments

is more general than the theoretical model. No matter what the Pomeron

is, we will want to explore how Pomerons interact with each other and how

such interactions depend on energy. Measuring inclusive cross sections

x * l at ISABELLE will give information on these questions.

2. THEORETICAL REVIEW

2.1 Kinematics

We consider the inclusive reaction a+b •* c+X, where X denotes

anything. The invariant cross section E -rS- is a function of three

variables, which may be taken to be q

Here q is the momentum of c in the center-of-mass frame, and qy and q.

are its components parallel and transverse to the incident momenta.

Mueller has shown that if the Pomeron is taken to be a simple pole with

a(0) « 1, then

E - ^ - ~ f(x,q,2), • - » . (2)
3 *

We are interested in the end-of-spectrum region, x * 1. In this

region it is convenient to express the inclusive cross section in terms
2 2 2

of s, M - <Pa+Pb-Pc) , and t - (Pa-Pc) . For large s and x > 0 these
variables are related to the previous ones by
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M2 - (l-x)s + 0(1),

2
Thus s » M for x "» 1. These formulas remain valid for colliding

beams of unequal energy provided that 1-x is interpreted as the fractional

energy loss of the scattered particle. We also have

£ - ^ . E -f- . (4)
* dtdlT &\

2.2 Triple-Regfee Formula
2

The derivation of the triple-Regge formula is summarized by the

graphs shown'in Fig. 1. We first assume that for s » M the reaction

a+b ~» c+X can be treated as a quasi-two-body one, and, in particular,

that the amplitude is dominated by one or more Regge poles ot.(t). Then

do _ 1 V l V . ,^~. . .^, _ « ̂ ai ( t )| 2

dtdM2

i *-. * o.(t)+a.(t)

2 P«.i

where P ^ i(t) and 6±<t) are the usual Regge residue functions and sig-

nature factors, and where the sum on X includes integration over all

internal variables. By a unitarity this sum gives the imaginary part of

the forward Reggeon-particle amplitude A_,, . (M ,t). Thus
i i

* a.(t)+o (t)
ac i(t)Pac *<«)«!<«>«,<«(»•«) X J

We further assume that for large M the Reggeon-particle amplitude

j
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itself has Regge behavior:

2 2 ° i c C 0 ) . (7)
J k

2
The g., . (t) are the triple-Regge couplings. We also note that for H
large and s » M

cos6 ~ JL (8)

Thus

a(t)+a(t) 2
-?) * J (tO * . (9)

This is the triple-Regge formula. Using Eqs. (3) and (4), we can

rewrite it as

E-y-
d q

, a.(t)+a,(t)-a(O)

It should be noted that the trajectory 0^ enters in a different

way than o. and a.. In labeling triple-Regge terms, therefore, we will

always write the indices in the order (ijk).

2.3 Phenomenology

Several authors have used the triple-Regge formula to analyze

data on inclusive reactions at large x. In a detailed study Field and
4 <r •

Fox found that the available data on pp •* pX for 0.8 » x < 1 and

|t| ̂  1 GeV are generally consistent with the triple-Regge formula.

These authors include six triple-Regge terms, namely (ijk) - FFF, MMP,

PPM, MMH, Jt«P, and JCJIM, where P denotes the Fomeron, H denotes the u,

f, p, and A, trajectories, and it denotes the pion trajectory. Setting

0L • 1, QL « rxt and a • 0 gives the nominal behaviors for these terms

shown in Table Z. Evidently the triple-Pomeron term dominates for s
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very large and x very clcse to one.

L: Triple-Regge terms for 0L *

(ijk) E - ^

PPP (1-x)"1

MMP 1

PPM (l -x)" 3 / ' 2 (s)" 1

MMM (1-x) (s)

jtnP (1-x)

1/2 -1 /
itjtM (1-x) (s)

1 , <

72

72

2

1

d o

dtdM 2

(MV 1

(M2)"3'2

(M2)"1/2(s)"1

(M2)(s)"2

(M2)1/2(s)"2

The pp -* nX cross section has been measured for several energies

at the ISR. It can be fit by A single triple-Rtgge term (ijk) • nnP.

There is no evidence for an MM? term as i»!gbt have been expected.

Other non-diffractive reactions have also been analyzed, and sub-

stantial disagreement with th». behavior expected from the triple-Regge

model has been found. However, the data are at rather low energy and

do not extend to x near one. It would be useful to have an analysis

of data in the FNAL energy range.

2.4 Correlations

We consider here reactions a+b -» c+d+X in which particle c is

near x - 1 and particle d is in the missing mass. In the triple-Regge

model such reactions can be viewed as inclusive reactions for Reggeon-

particle scattering. The inclusive cross sections normalized to the

Seggeon-particle cross section are expected to be similar to those for

particle-particle scattering.

For definiteness let us assume that a • OL and that a. • a, • a.

Then for a+b -» c+X we have
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E«?r-it?4a«>iv<>i:
(li)

The corresponding graph for «+b -* c+d+X with d in the central region

of the missing mass is shown in Fig. 2a. Using factorization of the

Pomeron, we see that this graph gives

EcEd

(12)
2 1where '/,(q̂  ) is the same central-region vertex as occurs in particle-d <*L

particle scattering; see Fig. 2b. This formula should apply for

- \ log s+A < yd < | log s -log Y ~ " - A (13)
c

where A is some suitable rapidity gap, say & * 2.

From Eq. (11)-(13) it follows immediately that the average multi-

plicity of particles in the missing mass is

n(M2) - c log M 2+O(l) , (14)

with the same constant c as in the formula for the total multiplicity,

n(s) - c logs+ 0(1) . (15)

Obviously one can also consider reactions in which several particles

are detected in the missing mass.

2.5 Theoretical Problems

There is a theoretical difficulty with the triple-Regge formula.

If the triple-Pomeron coupling does not vanish at t«0, then the contri-

bution of the triple-Fomeron term to the total cross section grows like
8 9log logs u s-*u. ' However, if this coupling does vanish at t-0,

then by a chain of arguments the Pomeron. is found to decouple at t • 0 in
9 10all reactions including the total cross section. ' In either case the

total cross section cannot be dominated by a simple Regge pole with
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Qf(O) « 1 as s -*«>. Regge cuts which vanish as an inverse power of log s

relative to the pole at t * 0 do not change the conclusion.

A possible resolution of this problem can be given within the
11 12framework of the Reggeon calculus. ' One assumes that there Is a bare

Fomeron which is a simple pole with a(0) » 1 and which has a small but

nonzero triple-Pomeron coupling. At accessible energies this bare Fomeron

gives a zeroth order approximation, and corrections to it can be calculated

by perturbation theory. At extremely high energies, say l o g s » 10,

perturbation theory fails and one must sum all Reggeon graphs. Progress
13 14In doing this by using the renormalization group has been made recently. '

The main conclusion from all of this is that one probably should

not expect the experimental triple-Pomeron coupling to vanish at t» 0.

3. SUGGESTED EXPERIMENTS

We suggest here a number of inclusive experiments in which one of

the detected particles has a value of x near one. These are the reactions

to which the triple-Regge model can be applied. While this model is

certainly oversimplified, we expect such reactions to give information

on the interactions of the Fomeron with itself and with other Reggeons.

3.1 p»p -* p»X

This reaction has been studied extensively at lower energies, and

Field and Fox have made a triple-Regge fit to the existing data. Their

preferred fit (Solution I) extrapolated to infinite energy i« shown in

Fig. 3.

At ISABELLE we will be particularly interested in studying the

triple-Pomeron term and therefore the peak at x » l . We will therefore

want to measure the cross section for as large values of -^ , or for

values of x as close to one, as possible. Obviously the attainable

values of l-x are limited by the momentum resolution of the spectrometer;

perhaps x • 0.99 is a reasonable goal. This corresponds to M * 1600

for s » 160,000. For a triple-Regge analysis it would be best to present

the data as a function of x for fixed t.

There does not seem to be any compelling reason to try to reach

very small values of |t|. A reasonable minimum would be |t| * 0.25 GeV .

This correspond* to q, • 0.5 GeV and thus to Q • 21.5 rar. for qn • 200 GeV.

2 1 "
Since t oc q , one does not gain very rapidly in the minimum angle
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required by increasing the minimum |t|. Also, at larger values of |t|

the peck at x - 1 becomes less pronounced, as can be seen from Fig. 3.

The dynamics of Pomeron interactions are likely to be reflected

in logarithmic deviations from the triple-Regge formula. It is probably

impossible to study logarithmic variations in (1-x). From Fig. 3 it is

apparent that the IMP term is still significant at 1-x * 0.04, and the

resolution of any spectrometer will probably limit (1-x) to (1-x) ̂  0.01.

It should, however, he possible to look for a logarithmic dependence on

s at fixed x and t. For x fixed at a value sufficiently close to one
2

this dependence could be ascribed to the large M behavi - of the Pomeron-
particle amplitude.

Obviously a measurement of the energy dependence requires good

relative normalization at different energies. This might be achieved by

keeping the momentum p fixed and varying p.; then a fixed spectrometer

setting corresponds to a fixed x and t. Suppose that p *200 GeV and

that x > 0.98. Then if pfa is varied from 30 GeV to 200 GeV, M
2 varies

from 480 GeV to 3200 GeV2. This is comparable to the ISR range for s,

over which the proton-proton cross section increases by about 107..

3.2 p»p - c+X. c ^ p

There is as yet little evidence that the triple-Regge model works

for non-diftractive reactions, ' but we expect it to do so. Then meas-

uring thest cross sections at ISABELLE would give information on the

largt H behavior of Reggeon-particle amplitudes for various Reggeons.

Since fewer triple-Regge terms can contribute in non-diffractive reactions,

it would be less important to measure the cross section at very small

values of (1-x).

3.3 p+p -* p+d+X

We are interested here in reactions in which the proton has x near

one and particle d is on* of the particles in the missing mass. The
2

large values of H attainable at ISABELLE should simplify the interpre-

tation of such reactions and thus aid the understanding of diffractive
processes. For example, multiplicity data for presently available values

2 2
of M are consistent with being proportional either to log M , as in

the triple-Regge model, or to M, as in a fireball model.

In this experiment one should trigger on a proton with x near one

and then measure the rapidity diotribution of particles in the missing

mass. For s - 160,000 GeV2 and x - 0.98 we have log M2 ~ 8. This is
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comparable with the rapidity range at the ISR, so if the triple-Regge

model is correct, we should see a clear central plateau. See Sec. 2.4

above. This prediction actually holds for any fixed range of x and t,

but it is most interesting for x near one, where the triple-Pomeron term

dominates.

It would also be interesting to measure the azimuthal correlation

between the detected proton and the particle d. The cross section is

independent of the azimuthal angle if the Fomeron is a simple pole, so

the observation of such a correlation should give some information about

the nature of the Pomeron.

Ideally one would like to identify the particles in the missing

mass. However, if this is difficult it would still be interesting to

measure the inclusive cross section for all charged particles.

One could also imagine studying more complicated reactions, such

as rapidity or azimuthal correlations between two particles in the missing

mass.

3.4 trt-p -»

The interest here is in measuring one proton near x * 1 and the

other near x«-l. Then the double-triple-Regge graph, Fig, 4, is relevant,

and one can study the four-Reggeon amplitude.

At s - 160,000 GeV2, x, - 0.95, and x0 - -0.95, we have
2 5 ^

s1 • (p +Ph~P -pd) • 400 GeV', so we can assume that the Pomeron domi-

nates in all channels. Using factorization we obtain for the cross

section

i s t *2<ti ) l6p ( ti> |

, 2CL(t.)-l . 20,(0-1
* <i~> <r-r->

To get an idea of the size of the cross section we integrate this expres-

sion over

so 2
- <*i < t± < 0, 0.9 < xt < 1 - ~, sQ - 4 GeV . (17)

2 4
Then with £p (0) • 40mb we find using Solution I of Field and Fox that

c - 0.11mb . (18)
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The cross section should be independent of s for fixed x. and t,.

The graph shown in Fig. 4 has no dependence on the angle between

p and p, . In general, however, there can be a dependence on this

angle whenever the middle Pomeron is replaced by anything other than a

simple Regge pole. Such a dependence can occur even if one has simple

poles in the t. and t, channels. That is, the four-Pomeron amplitude

can depend on this angle as well as on its other variables.

4. SUMMARY

The p+p -* p+X experiment is relatively straightforward and will

certainly be done. The p+p •* p+d+X experiment seems particularly inter-

esting since it sheds light directly on the nature of high-mass diffrac-

tive processes. The other experiments are probably of lower priority

although still worthwhile.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Derivation of the triple-Regge formula.

Fig. 2 (a) Graph corresponding to Eq. (12). (b) Graph involving the
2 -Ssame central vertex 7,(q,.).

u ui. '.;
Fig. 3 Solid curves: Triple-Regge fit to pp -* pX extrapolated to |

infinite energy. Dashed ct ves: Triple-Pomeron term. [From ;|
u

Ref. 4, Solution I.] |
Fig. 4 The double-triple-Regge graph. j
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